Bar and line graph comprehension: an interaction of top-down and bottom-up processes.
This experiment investigated the effect of format (line vs. bar), viewers' familiarity with variables, and viewers' graphicacy (graphical literacy) skills on the comprehension of multivariate (three variable) data presented in graphs. Fifty-five undergraduates provided written descriptions of data for a set of 14 line or bar graphs, half of which depicted variables familiar to the population and half of which depicted variables unfamiliar to the population. Participants then took a test of graphicacy skills. As predicted, the format influenced viewers' interpretations of data. Specifically, viewers were more likely to describe x-y interactions when viewing line graphs than when viewing bar graphs, and they were more likely to describe main effects and "z-y" (the variable in the legend) interactions when viewing bar graphs than when viewing line graphs. Familiarity of data presented and individuals' graphicacy skills interacted with the influence of graph format. Specifically, viewers were most likely to generate inferences only when they had high graphicacy skills, the data were familiar and thus the information inferred was expected, and the format supported those inferences. Implications for multivariate data display are discussed.